Join the largest network of sustainability practitioners of African descent providing green solutions.

BLACK & GREEN?
JOIN TODAY

APPLY FOR MEMBERSHIP

CONTACT
INFO@BLACKSUSTAINABILITY.ORG

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS
Join the world's largest database and network of sustainability practitioners of African descent.

✓ Connect with global peers
✓ Culturally relevant workshops
✓ Access to qualified contractors
✓ Private social networking access
✓ Black & Green Database Listing
✓ Discounted Summit Tickets

Black Sustainability, Inc. is a 501(c)3 non-profit organization.
MISSION
To connect people of Afrikan descent in sustainability fields to resources and development opportunities.

*Afrika is spelled with a K intentionally - see ABOUT US

INDUSTRY HOUSE
As a member of the Black Sustainability Network, each of you focus in one (or more) field of sustainability aka Industry House.

Join your HOUSE(s) to connect with peers around the globe & exchange industry wisdom!

The Industry Houses include:

- Sustainable Agriculture/Land
- Alternative Economics
- Alternative Energy
- Community Development
- Eco-Building/Housing
- Education/Cultural Preservation
- Green Lifestyle/Fashion
- Technology
- Waste
- Water
- Wholistic Health

MEMBER LEVELS

ENTHUSIAST $9.99/mo
Individuals interested in learning more about sustainability fields, intentional communities and developing skill sets to either shift a career or contribute to projects.

EXPERT $29.99/mo
Individuals that are experts in one or more fields of sustainability. Share what you know and do with others.

ENTITY $59.99/mo
Small and medium sized enterprises/organizations in a sustainability focused industry or complementary service-based industry

25% of membership fees go toward RBG Impact Fund

If you want to go fast, go alone. If you want to go far, go together,
African Proverb

FOR MORE INFO CLICK HERE
MEMBER BENEFITS

AGREEMENTS

This is an ACTIVE network. By joining you agree to DO the following each year:

Complete new member orientation
Attend (2) Industry House Events

AND

(Select 2 of 5 below)

POST (1) project/opportunity
SUPPORT (1) project
LEAD (1) workshop/discussion
COMPLETE (1) course
CONTRIBUTE to State of Black Sustainability

MEMBER BENEFITS

ENTHUSIAST

• Access to private social network
• Database listing & VIEW ONLY access
• Share Black & Green News
• Access workshops/trainings
• Discuss solutions to community challenges
• Wider network of community support
• Discount to annual summit
• 25% investment into RBG Impact Fund

EXPERT

• Enthusiast Member Benefits AND...
• Access to BSN Platform
• Database listing & FULL access
• Host workshops/trainings
• Obtain CEUs
• Partner with like-minded organizations and qualified individuals
• Deepen your work/expertise
• Eligibility to apply to RBG Impact Fund grants
• Earn Black BELT* (Black Environmental Leadership Trainer) Certification

SAVE THE DATES

NEW MEMBER ORIENTATION
MARCH 30  JUNE 29
SEPTEMBER 28  DECEMBER 28

7TH ANNUAL BLACK SUSTAINABILITY SUMMIT
OCTOBER 21-23
blacksustainabilitysummit.com

*Starting 2023